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Playoffs: Scouting Hawks-Cavs 

By Amin Elhassan and Bradford Doolittle 

We've got new blood across the board in the conference finals, though in reality we can now see that 

it's simply the top four seeds that remain. Despite all the drama we've enjoyed, the seeds have held 

true. In the East, we've got the second-seeded Cleveland Cavaliers right where everyone thought they'd 

be before the season. But the top-seeded Atlanta Hawks are a true upstart, or at least as much of one as 

a team can be after winning 60 games. The Hawks haven't been in the conference finals since moving to 

Atlanta. Now armed with home-court advantage, a healthier roster and a 3-1 regular-season 

record against Cleveland, the Hawks are well-positioned to advance to the Finals for the first time since 

Bob Pettit and his St. Louis Hawks got there in 1961. And yet Las Vegas has Cleveland pegged as a 

prohibitive favorite to launch LeBron James into his fifth-straight Finals appearance. Can Atlanta's group 

beat Cleveland's star? 

 

QUESTION 1: Atlanta struggled for consistency against a stout Washington defense. Cleveland started 

slow on defense this season, but since mid-January or so, the Cavs have been stingy. Are there any 

advantages the Hawks' high-efficiency attack has against Cleveland that it did not have against the 

Wizards? 

Amin Elhassan: The most obvious answer is at the point guard position, where a gimpy Kyrie 

Irving and Matthew Dellavedova are a massive step down defensively over what the Wizards rolled out 

defensively to slow down Teague. Much of Atlanta's offense is initiated by dribble penetration, followed 

by ball and body movement to take advantage of shifting help defense. Meanwhile, although the Cavs' 

on-ball defense improved tremendously since the midseason acquisitions of Mozgov, Shumpert and 

Smith, they still don't deal well defending sets that involve secondary or tertiary rotations. Having to 

help on Teague's dribble drives forces Cleveland into rotations that will make it hard for it to also keep 

track of shooters like Korver and Carroll and cutters like Millsap and Horford. The other option would be 

for the Cavs to cross-match, by using Shumpert on Teague and hiding the point guards on Atlanta wings, 

but that doesn't make life any easier on them, since Korver doubles as a marathon runner in games and 

Carroll is a physical presence. 

On the other hand, I just answered this question as if Atlanta's offensive struggles this postseason have 

been opponent-driven rather than self-inflicted. There hasn't been the same level of trust in the system 

exhibited by the Hawks in the postseason as we saw during the regular season, as the ball has seemingly 

stuck a little longer in players' hands. We'd also be amiss if we didn't point out that Korver's shooting 

has been shockingly subpar, especially in wide-open situations that he normally is lethal in. 

Bradford Doolittle: The Cavaliers weren't a great shot-blocking team and struggled with rim protection 

for much of the season. However, their 2-point-percentage defense jumped from 29th in the first half to 



 

 

 

12th thereafter, and it's only been getting better since. The improvement largely coincided with the 

addition of Timofey Mozgov. According to SportVu data from NBA.com/stats, only Portland has allowed 

a lower percentage at the rim than Cleveland's 46.4 percent in the postseason. And the Cavs have 

blocked more shots per game than any other playoff squad. 

The problem is that Atlanta doesn't rely on points in the paint, only getting into the paint in the first 

place. Atlanta's offense is egalitarian, ball-sharing and dependent on sharp-shooting. But it all starts with 

penetration off the pick-and-roll, which according to Synergy, accounts for 37.7 percent of Atlanta's play 

types, second only to Toronto. The Hawks like to get jet-quick point guards Jeff Teague and Dennis 

Schroder on the attack, which is why they ranked third in total drives per game during the regular 

season. And from there, the Hawks love to kick it out and reverse the ball for the open 3. During the 

playoffs, the Hawks lead all teams in assists per game and fourth in "hockey" assists. They ranked 

second and third in those categories during the regular season. Despite all those drives, only six teams 

got a lower percentage of their points in the paint this season. 

We're not suggesting that Cleveland try to keep the ball confined to the paint of course. The point is that 

what happens after Atlanta pierces the middle of the Cavalier defense is at least half the battle. 

Cleveland has allowed only 30.5 percent shooting on 3s in the playoffs, the best of all postseason 

entrants. The ability to protect the high-efficiency zones on the court has allowed Cleveland to survive 

during the first two rounds even when its offense isn't clicking. Cleveland did a good job of limiting 

Atlanta's 3s during the four regular-season meetings, but allowed a whopping 59.7 percent on 2-

pointers -- its worst performance against any team. The Cavs need to continue to marry their interior 

defense to their recover and/or stay-at-home defense against an Atlanta attack that will put a lot more 

pressure on them than it did the Celtics or Bulls. 

 

QUESTION 2: Cleveland is missing Kevin Love and an uncertain percentage of Kyrie Irving's usual 

capacity. For Atlanta to win, what will LeBron James' numbers need to look like, and what do they do 

to keep him there? 

Elhassan: I'm not a fan of presetting stat lines -- "LeBron has to be held under 18 points and 11 assists 

for the Hawks to win" just doesn't carry much meaning. Rather, I'll say the Hawks need to limit James' 

paint touches (the number of times he has the ball with at least one foot in the paint). It's been proven 

that James can be lulled into taking perimeter shots for stretches of games. His shooting from the 

perimeter (and 3-point line in particular) has been terrible during the postseason, so keeping him out 

there would be an especially effective approach. 

Doolittle: Only two Eastern Conference teams outscored Cleveland with James on the floor during the 

regular season -- Chicago and Atlanta. James played in three of the four games between the teams, two 

of which Atlanta won. It's not like Atlanta shut him down: James averaged 29 points, 6.1 boards and 6.9 

assists per 40 minutes against the Hawks and had a 61.9 true shooting percentage. However, the Hawks 

generally blitzed Cleveland on the other end (112.9 points per 100 possessions) with James on the court. 

You can't blame James for that, but it does suggest that he's going to have to expend energy on that end 



 

 

 

of the floor, and it could impact an offensive efficiency that already has lagged in the playoffs. We 

should also mention that James committed 5.7 turnovers per 40 minutes against Atlanta, and that area 

has been a sore spot for him in the playoffs. 

DeMarre Carroll is likely to be the primary defender on James this series, and according to ESPN Stats 

and Info, James shot just 3 of 15 and committed five turnovers with Carroll as his main defender during 

the two games they played against each other. And we know that the Carroll we've seen in the playoffs 

will make James work on the defensive end. Cleveland has been holding Irving out of practice in an 

effort to get him ready, and they are going to need him to make an impact. Atlanta aggressively blitzed 

Cleveland's pick-and-roll during the season, putting the onus on the ball handler. However, even when 

James was able to isolate, the Hawks held him to just 31.2 percent shooting. So it would seem that a 

max-impact James in this matchup would amp up the assists column while minimizing turnovers. Key 

target numbers: 11 or more assists per game, and three or fewer turnovers. If those things happen, the 

other numbers will take care of themselves. 

 

QUESTION 3: Atlanta is the top seed and won seven more games than Cleveland. Over the second 

half, the Cavs were not just better on both ends of the floor, but had an efficiency margin over six 

points higher than the Hawks. But Cleveland is at quite a bit less than full strength. All things 

considered, who is the real favorite here? 

Elhassan: Almost any time you step on the floor with the best player on the planet, you're considered 

the favorite whether you like it or not. Cleveland's injury issues are a concern, but James is exactly the 

kind of talent who can make up for a LOT of shortcomings. Atlanta, on the other hand, is still struggling 

with the absence of Thabo Sefolosha (a defender they could have used in this series), and haven't scored 

as smoothly as we grew accustomed to seeing during the regular season. The Hawks had the better 

regular season and are healthier, but the Cavs are still the favorite because of the ability of one player to 

enormously impact the series. 

Doolittle: Both teams feel more like survivors than conquerors. If this series were being played three 

months ago, the Hawks would certainly feel like the favorite. Yet we would all be surprised if LeBron and 

Co. walk off the floor as losers at the end of this series. Cleveland has the best player and its defense is 

clicking on all cylinders, both because of and in spite of Love's injury. So, sure, the Cavs are the favorites. 

At the same time, the Hawks have stepped up when they've needed to. An 8-4 playoff record is nothing 

to sneeze at, no matter who you play. I feel like these teams in their current forms are more evenly 

matched than people realize, and Atlanta presents plenty of matchup issues for Cleveland. The Hawks 

also have home-court advantage. 

 

Predictions 



 

 

 

Elhassan: Cavs in 5. Atlanta hasn't just been different since the playoffs started, but really going all the 

way back to March. For all of their flaws (and they have many), the Cavs have been able to do enough to 

pull out victory after victory. With the Larry O'Brien Trophy within grasp, I expect to see James kick into 

a higher gear here. 

Doolittle: Hawks in 7. Chicago wasn't able to fully exploit Love's absence, but I think Atlanta has just the 

right weapons to do so. Irving is going to have a hard time keeping Teague out of the lane, while Al 

Horford and Paul Millsap can draw Mozgov and Tristan Thompson away from the hoop. If Dave Blatt 

goes small, Atlanta's bigs can move down to the block on offense and are mobile enough to not get 

burned at the other end. I feel like over a long series, the Hawks will have the Cavaliers scrambling. 

Don't be surprised if ... 

Elhassan: Tristan Thompson has a great series. His boundless energy and offensive rebounding gives 

opponents problems, and he's the type of above-the-rim, athletic finisher that the Hawks don't have a 

match for. 

Doolittle: We see the return of Kyle Korver. Bradley Beal and Otto Porter limited Korver's looks over the 

last four games of the Washington series, but if Teague and Schroder break down the Cleveland defense 

as I anticipate, the Cavs won't have the luxury to have a guy stuck to Korver all the time. 

BPI Projection 

62 percent chance Cavaliers win series. Most likely series outcome is Cleveland in five. 

  


